INNOVATION MANAGEMENT
Humboldt-Innovation GmbH (HI) and the Research Service
Centre (SZF) of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin (HU) offer
comprehensive consulting and assistance on all issues regarding
knowledge and technology transfer for researchers.
Members of the HU benefit from:

ΩΩ attractive funding opportunities for research projects
ΩΩ more flexibility in utilization of the acquired funds
ΩΩ access to a large business network consisting of innovative companies, startups and the public sector

ΩΩ further career opportunities for researchers and students of the
HU

CONTACT
Innovation Management
ΩΩ Daniela Rings
Ziegelstraße 30
10117 Berlin
Tel:
+49 (30) 2093 70763
E-Mail: dr@humboldt-innovation.de

Innovation Management
ΩΩ Tianni Wei
Ziegelstraße 30
10117 Berlin
Tel:
+49 (30) 2093 70764
E-Mail: tw@humboldt-innovation.de

The Innovation Management Team is your first point of contact if
you want to examine your findings for application potential.
We offer:

ΩΩ personal consulting and innovation scouting
ΩΩ workshops, seminars and network events with focus on application and transfer

Wagniscoach
ΩΩ Christina Stehr
HU Gründerhaus | Luisenstraße 53
10117 Berlin
Tel:
+49 (30) 2093 6531
E-Mail: christina.stehr@hu-berlin.de

ΩΩ commercialization of your application-oriented research expertise

ΩΩ information and newsletters to transfer-relevant issues such as
tenders and awards

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT IM WEB
hu.berlin/innovation
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INNOVATION MANAGEMENT

The Innovation Management Team identifies and analyzes the exploitation potential of your ideas and findings. The team offers
support in selecting suitable transfer-relevant funding programs, creating exploitation plans and choosing a suitable transfer channel
(spin-off, contract research, licensing).
Our comprehensive seminar program includes a startup course for researchers. Within this seminar researchers will work on transfer
perspectives of their scientific competence. The aim of the seminar is to provide key skills for setting up a business and to deepen
these competences by practical exercises.

UNSERE VERANSTALTUNGSFORMATE
The IP-Day is an annual event that gives an
overview of the subject intellectual property.
Participants receive information about patents
and copyright as well as practical tips for patenting strategies and further ways to protect
inventions.

Every year, the series of events „Wissenschaft
trifft Wirtschaft“ takes up a current research topic and provides a platform for interdisciplinary
exchange between members of the HU, representatives of companies and the public sector.
Ω www.expertise-landkarte.de

Humboldts Wagniswerkstätten are a project
that gives an understanding of the relevance of
innovation and transfer between elite research,
economy and society. Participants develop this
understanding within methodical and practical
teaching formats.
Ω hu.berlin/hww

Through application-oriented presentation of
research the competences and expertise of the
researchers are specifically communicated for
themed and sector related research partners at
the university.
Ω humboldt.gmbh/wtw

